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Let p be an odd prime. For a rational integer a, denote by R’(a) a rational 
integer that satisfies -(p - 1)/Z < R’(a) < (p - 1)/2 and R’(a) = a (mod p). We 
define a determinant Db by D)b=(R’(ab’)(,,,,,,,_,M,,,*, where bb’=l (modp). It 
is shown that Db is related to the relative class numbers of imaginary subtields of 
the 8pth cyclotomic number held, and, if p = k 3 (mod 8), Db # 0. The other deter- 
minants are also studied. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be an odd prime number. For a rational integer a prime to p, 
denote by R(a) the least positive residue of u modulo p: 1 < R(a) 6 p - 1, 
R(a) z a (mod p). Following Carlitz and Olson [ 11, we define Maillet’s 
determinant D, by 
D,= IR(ab’)l,.,,,.,,~,,/2, 
where 6’ is a rational integer that satisfies bb’ E 1 (mod p). Then 
Dp=(-p)(p-33)‘2for ~619, while DT3=2310.3, D29=(-29)‘3.23. 
If K is a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real algebraic 
number field K+, and h and h+ are the respective class numbers, then h+ 
divides h, and the quotient h- is called the relative class number. Let Q be 
the field of rational numbers and c, a primitive pth root of unity. Let h; 
denote the relative class number of the cyclotomic number field Q(5,). 
Carlitz and Olson [ 1 ] proved the relation 
ID 
P 
1 = p(P-3wh- 
P 
and thus showed that D, # 0 for all p. 
13 
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In this paper we define a determinant similar to Maillet’s determinant 
and discuss the property of it. Our new determinant is related to the 
relative class numbers of certain extensions of Q(c,). 
2. DEFINITIONS OF THE DETERMINANTS 
Let r = (p - 1)/2. In this section we define some determinants of rational 
integer components of degree r. For a rational integer a, denote by R’(a) 
a rational integer that satisfies -r 6 R’(a) < r and R’(a) E u (mod p). We 
first define a determinant Dj, by 
Let now m = - 1, -2, or 2. In the next section we show that there is a rela- 
tion analogous to one stated above between 0; and the relative class 
number of the quadratic extension Q(lP, A) of Q(cP), and also that 
DL#O if p= +3 (mod 8). 
Further, for a rational integer a prime to p, let 
S(u) = ( - 1 )R’@‘, 
T(a)= o 
i 
(_ 1)R’kW if R’(u) - 0 (mod 2), 
if R’(u) = 1 (mod 2), 
(R’(u) - I)/2 if R’(u) E 1 (mod 2), 





Now, let g be a primitive root modulo p, which is fixed throughout this 
paper. For i > 0, denote by gi a rational integer that satisfies 1~ gi < p - 1 
and gi = g’ (mod p). Let 
if g,=O(mod2), 
if gi E 1 (mod 2), 
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and further let 
s, = ( - 1 )“, 
t, = 
i 
( - 1 )d if a,=O(mod2), 
0 if ai- 1 (mod 2). 
{ 
(_ l)lU,- ll/2 if aj- 1 (mod 2), 
u; = 
0 if ai= (mod 2). 
We then have the four determinants 
lai+j19 Isi+jl, lti+,l’ I~,+,/ 
with i, j varying from 0 to Y - 1. It is easy to observe that 
U ,+r= --ai, si+ r = si, t I+r = ti, Ujfr= -u,. 
Accordingly Is;+~~ and Iti+.il are both circulants (cf. [2]). 
Remark. If p~3 (mod4), then /~~+,l=l(-l)‘+‘u,+~l and Iu~+~I= 
((-l)ifi~i+,I, and I(-l)i+i u,+~I and I( - l)‘+‘~,+~l are both circulants. 
If g, = 2, ui= R’( gi+P- I -=), because, by definition, -r < a,< r and 
2~2, E g, (mod p). If I and J are two (not necessarily distinct) complete sets 
of residues modulo r, chosen from (0, . . . . p - 2}, then I / R’( gi+j)l IE ,, jeJ I 
does not depend on the choice of I and J. Therefore, setting 
I= (O<i<p- 2; l<g,<r} and J={O<,j<p-2; ldgP~~,_,,<r~, we 
obtain that 
P;l = I IR’(~b’)l~<a,b~rl 
= I IR’(gr+,)lis,,,sJI 
=I IR’(gi+i+p~I~r)lO~r.,~r--ll 
= I l”i+jlO<i,,<rpI I. 
Similarly we obtain that 
IspI = I IS,+jlO<i,,<rpl II 
ITpI = I Iti+jlO<r.~gr~l 19 





3. THE RELATIVE CLASS NUMBERS 
In this section we 
Q(i,, &). Let Pm d 
give a formula for the relative class number him of 
enote the unit index of Q(i,, fi) (cf. [7]). Because 
641 34 I-? 
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Q(iP, J-1) is the 4p th cyclotomic number field, Q _ 1 = 2. Since the unit 
index of Q(iP, J-1, fl), the 8pth cyclotomic number field, is equal to 
2, there exists a unit q of Q(cP, J-1, fl) that satisfies 
ij = $(Jj: + 0) ,y+ l)‘2yI, 
where the bar indicates the complex conjugate. Taking norms of both sides 
to Q(lP, J-2) induces 
- 
NV = -i,Nv; 
hence Q-, = 2. Further, that Q2 = 1 follows from the fact that a prime ideal 
dividing (p) is ramified in Q(cP, fi)/Q([, + [; ‘, fi). 
Let ord,(2) denote the order of 2 modulo p. Notice that ord,(2) is even 
if p = + 3 (mod 8) and odd if p E 7 (mod 8). Then from the results of the 
previous paper [3] we obtain that 
1 
- I lai+jl Isi+jl I 
VP)‘- l 
= ~‘PP 1)/o+@- lh,-, 
i 0 









if p - 3 (mod 8), 
if p $ 3 (mod 8), 
if p = 5(mod8), 
if p f 5(mod8), 
if ord,(2) z 0 (mod 2), 
if ord,(2) = 1 (mod 2). 
Thus from these and (l)-(4) the next theorem is established. 
THEOREM 1. The following formulae hold: 
if p = 3 (mod 8), 
if p f 3 (mod 8), 
if p E 5 (mod 8) 
if p f 5 (mod 8) 
if ord,(2) = 0 (mod 2), 
if ord,(2) 3 1 (mod 2). 
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Remark. Subtracting 6’ times the first column from the hth column, 
2 <b < r, we obtain 
1 
D;= ;.. ’ R’(ab’) - ab’ . . . =O (mod prp’), 
r l<a<r,2<h<r 
because R’(ab’) - ab’ = 0 (mod p). Subtracting the first column from every 
other column. we also obtain 
S(l) i 
s,= i . ..S(ab’)-S(a)... =O(mod2’-‘), 
S(r) ! l<a<r.2<h<r 
because S( ab’ ) - S(a) = 0 (mod 2). 
COROLLARY. If ord,(2) is even, and hence, in particular, if p z +3 
(mod 8), then Db # 0. 
4. GENERALIZED IRREGULARITY 
In this last section we are concerned with the divisibility of S,, T,, and 
U, by p. Let c, be a primitive rth root of unity. Since (p) is completely 
decomposed in Q([,), a prime ideal p of Q(c,) lying above (p) corresponds 
to 161 <r, (A, r) = 1, by 
c, E g2”(mod p); 
we write pj. for such p: (p) = nl pI. 
Let x be a nontrivial Dirichlet character associated with Q(.,/k), and 
B,,x, n 2 1, a generalized Bernoulli number belonging to x. If B,,, is not 
relatively prime to (p) for some 1 < n < p - 1 such that x( - 1) = ( - 1 )“, p 
is called X-irregular [4]. This concept coincides with that of m-irregularity 
defined by Hao and Parry [S, 61 provided that p is regular. 
We first have 
r-l r-l 
Isi+jl = n 1 s,p. (5) 
i-0 j=Cl 
If p E 1 (mod 4), then by definition Cs:A sj = xi= i ( - 1)” = 0, which 
implies S, = Is~+~I = 0. So we consider the case p E 3 (mod 4) for which 
r=l (mod2). 
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THEOREM 2. If p E 3 (mod 4) and x is the nontrivial Dirichlet character 
of conductor 4, then the following three conditions are equivalent 
(i) S, - 0 (mod p), 
(ii) p> 11 and Cp=;‘“” “-- a =O (modp)forsome S<i<(p-3)/2. 
(iii) p is X-irregular. 
Proof. We see that 
r-1 




1 sic! E C sjg2VA(mod pn) 
j=O j=O 
r-1 
E Z2’” c sjafii(mod p) 
j=O 
=22" i ( -lya2iA 
a=1 
(I- I)/2 (I - 1 )I2 
E 22’” 1 (2a)2’A- 1 (p - 1 - 2a)2i’ (mod p) 
a=1 a=0 > 
( 
(r - 1 l/Z 
= 24” 1 a2il _ i a2iA 
a=1 a=(r+1)/2 
(r - 1 J/2 ~ 242 + I 
c aZiA (mod p). 
a=1 
From this, according to (2) and (5), the equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows 
if we note that Chp=p,3)‘4 2i a f 0 (mod p) for 1 ,< i < 4 in our case. Since the 
equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was shown by Ernvall [3] and Hao and Parry 
[6], our assertion is obtained. 
We next have 
i-0 j=O 
If p - 1, 3 (mod 8), then also by definition C>:h tj = Ckri;‘,l(- 1)” = 0 and 
hence Tp= jti+il =O. 
THEOREM 3. If p E $7 (mod 8) and x is the primitive Dirichlet character 
of conductor 8 such that x( - 1) = - 1, then the following three conditions are 
equivalent. 
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(i) T,rO (mod p). 
(ii) p>ll and C~P_l~lazi-C~=-~~~~,+,a2’-0 (modp) for some 
5ei<(p-3)/2. 
(iii) p is X-irregular. 
Proof: Notice that in this case [r/2] = [p/4] E 1 (mod 2). For 
O<i<r-1 
r-l r-1 
c tic:= 1 tjg2qn (mod p,) 
/=O j=O 
r-1 









= 26’” 1 a2i>. _ i a2rZ 
> 
. 
0=1 0 = [3r/4] + 1 
According to (3) and (6), this implies the equivalence of (i) and (ii) if we 
note that CFL4j azi - C’ = (I r3,,43 + 1 a” f 0 (mod p) for 1 < i < 4 in our case. 
Since the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was also shown by Hao and Parry 
[6], our assertion follows. 
Lastly we discuss the divisibility of U, by p. 
THEOREM 4. Zf x is the primitive Dirichlet character of conductor 8 such 
that x( - 1) = 1, then the following three conditions are equivalent. 
(i) U, - 0 (mod p). 
(ii) p>3 and CL3pFj,/8,+1 a 2i+1~0 (modp) for some l<i< 
(p--3)/2. 
(iii) p is X-irregular. 
Proof The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) was also proved by Hao and 
Parry [6]. So it remains to show the equivalence of (i) and (ii). Let r. be 
the odd part of r. Then, as is easily seen, I~~+~l=(-l)‘~’ Igftiuicil 
(mod p) and g:lrui+, = gfoui (mod p), i > 0. Therefore 
r-l r-1 






= 2 ro+2il aso (-l)“(2a+1)r0+2i~ 
(r- 1)/2 





- 1 (p-2a)‘0+2’” 
a=[p/4]+1 > 
According to (4), this implies the equivalence of (i) and (ii) if we note that 
cc3p/s1 n cP,s, + 1 a f 0 (mod p). Our theorem is thus obtained. 
Note added in proof The following statements are true: Db # 0 if and only if ord,(2) = 0 
(mod 2); S, #O if and only if p I 3 (mod 4); r, # 0 if and only if p = 5, 7 (mod 8); U, # 0 for 
all p. We shall prove these in a forthcoming paper. 
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